
IMPROVING GRANOLA
FLAVOR PROFILE WITH
ALL-NATURAL EXTRACTS
Small Batch Company Makes Healthy and Delicious

Granola with Premium Pure Vanilla Extract



OVERVIEW
Rainbow Trout Kitchen is a small, family-

centered company that makes healthy,

classic, handmade granola out of their

commercial bakery based in Richmond,

Virginia. Owners and makers, Jakie and

Ashley, were looking for a cost-competitive,

all-natural vanilla extract that could be

purchased in bulk. In their search for a

quality vanilla extract producer to partner

with, they purchased, tasted, and tested

several different brands of vanilla extract.

Ultimately, they found Bickford. After

comparing Bickford’s pure vanilla extract

with several other vanilla flavoring options,

the quality of Bickford’s pure vanilla extract

exceeded their expectations. 

CHALLENGES
Up until their search for a more premium

vanilla extract to improve the flavor profile

of their granola, they were using lower

quality, ‘grocery store’ vanilla. Jakie and

Ashley’s greatest challenge was their

search for a natural vanilla flavoring option

that had a low percent alcohol content; they

were looking for a pure vanilla extract that

didn’t taste of alcohol or chemicals when

sampled straight from the bottle. Jakie and

Ashley knew they wanted a better overall

taste experience when customers ate their

granola, one that would completely capture

the sweet and savory flavor notes of their

freshest, all-natural ingredients and vanilla

overtone. Additionally, Jakie and Ashley

sought a bulk vanilla extract that came with

a can’t-beat price point.

“You can taste the quality of
Bickford vanilla – and smell it –
in our handmade Classic
Granola. The quality of the
vanilla extract sets Bickford
apart from other options. 
 Bickford’s vanilla extract tastes
more natural and less like the
chemicals and alcohol [we
could] taste in the other flavor
competitors we tested. We will
be testing [Bickford’s] almond
flavor soon.” 

- Jakie and Ashley, Rainbow Trout
Kitchen



HOW BICKFORD
FLAVORS HELPED
Of all the different vanilla extracts Jakie and

Ashley sampled, Bickford boasted a more

delicious and appealing flavor. In contrast

with other vanilla options, the taste of

Bickford’s pure vanilla extract was smoother

and more natural. After baking, tasting and

smelling their granola using Bickford’s pure

vanilla extract, they knew it was the right

ingredient option for their product.  

Bickford Flavors helped Jakie and Ashley of

Rainbow Trout Kitchen achieve the quality,

natural flavor profile they were looking for as

a standout ingredient in their granola – one

that complements their proprietary recipe. 

Because Bickford’s pure vanilla formula is

concentrated, Jakie and Ashley use half the

amount of Bickford’s vanilla than they would

use of another vanilla option. This simplifies

their process and saves on storage space.  

Bickford also helped them reach this

decision with a price that was reasonable.  

Bickford Flavors are:

All-natural, certified Kosher, and

backed by our very own 100-year-old

formulas

Formulated to be stronger than other

flavoring methods

Suitable for almost any application 

Can deliver the exact flavor

consistency an application needs

Non GMO

RESULTS
Jakie and Ashley of Rainbow Trout Kitchen

chose to work with Bickford Flavors for their

Classic Granola because of:

Great quality flavors & extracts. With

Bickford’s pure vanilla, they were able to

highlight true Madagascar Vanilla flavor

in their product – a marketing plus. 

Competitive pricing & no minimum

order.

Kosher Certification. Rainbow Trout

Kitchen's granola is baked with all

Kosher ingredients, including vanilla. This

is another marketing plus. 

Ease of ordering & friendly, helpful

customer service.



WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT
WORKING WITH BICKFORD FLAVORS?
“The most impressive interaction with Bickford was when we were testing vanilla brands. We

ordered several different brands to test in our kitchen. Scott Sofer, Bickford’s President,

impressed us when he called us directly after we ordered a small container of vanilla extract. 

That phone call resulted in our understanding of the quality of Bickford’s products. It also gave

Scott the opportunity to explain the need for less extract in our product, and therefore explain

Bickford’s pricing and cost. 

We also appreciate our relationship with Angela. She recently reached out to let us know of a

price increase at Bickford. That kind of service in our partnership with Bickford is meaningful to

our small business.” 

To learn more about Rainbow Trout Kitchen or to order delicious, classic granola, go to

www.rainbowtroutkitchen.com.


